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Abstract—One of the most promising approaches to improving communication efficiency in wireless communication systems is the
use of multiuser diversity. Although it has been widely investigated and shown feasible and efficient in cellular networks, there is little
work for the ad hoc networks, especially in real protocol and algorithm design. In this paper, we propose a novel scheme, namely, the
Opportunistic Medium Access and Auto Rate (OMAR), to efficiently utilize the shared medium in IEEE 802.11-based ad hoc networks
by taking advantage of diversity, distributed scheduling, and adaptivity. In an ad hoc network, especially in a heterogeneous ad hoc
network or a mesh network, some nodes may need to communicate with multiple one-hop nodes. We allow such a node with a certain
number of links to function as a clusterhead to locally coordinate multiuser communications. We introduce a CDF-based (Cumulative
Distribution Function) K-ary opportunistic splitting algorithm and a distributed stochastic scheduling algorithm to resolve intra and
intercluster collisions, respectively. Fairness is formulated and solved in terms of social optimality within and across clusters. Analytical
and simulation results show that our scheme can significantly improve communication efficiency while providing social fairness.
Index Terms—Wireless ad hoc networks, multiuser diversity, opportunistic medium access, auto rate, cross-layer optimization.
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P
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high-rate and reliable communications is an
important design goal in wireless ad hoc networks.
However, limited spectrum, time-varying propagation
characteristics, hostile interference, and distributed multiple access, together with complexity and energy constraints,
impose significant challenges in developing techniques to
achieve this objective.
One of the most effective approaches to combating scarce
spectrum resources and channel variations is the use of
multiuser diversity, which is made possible because
different users usually have different instantaneous channel
gains for the same shared medium. Opportunistic multiuser
communications utilize the physical-layer information fed
back from multiple users to optimize the medium access
control, packet scheduling [1], [2], [3], [4], and rate
adaptation [5], [6]. By allowing the users with good link
qualities to transmit data using appropriately chosen
modulation schemes, throughput and energy efficiency
can be greatly improved.
Diversity techniques have been widely investigated and
shown feasible and efficient in infrastructure-based wireless networks [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]; however, these schemes
may not be applicable in multihop ad hoc networks
because there is no base station to act as the central
controller and no dedicated control channel to feed back
the channel state in a timely fashion. Moreover, in ad hoc
networks, the medium access control is distributed and
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each node randomly accesses the shared medium without
prior channel information.
Most recent work on diversity in ad hoc networks is
limited to multipath diversity [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], i.e.,
using multiple paths to opportunistically forward packets
to enhance end-to-end reliability. Research on multi-output
link diversity and multi-input link diversity is still open. The
multi-output link diversity is the output multiuser diversity
from one to many (from a node to multiple neighbors). A
corresponding case of the multi-output link diversity in
ad hoc networks is the downlink diversity in the cellular
networks. Similarly, the multi-input link diversity is the input
multiuser diversity from many to one (from multiple
neighbors to a node), which corresponds to uplink diversity
in the cellular networks. As far as we know, there is little
work that provides realistic study on how to achieve these
two types of diversity through MAC protocol design.
With the above observations, we present a novel 802.11based MAC protocol that exploits these two kinds of
multiuser diversity to improve channel efficiency and
energy efficiency. The proposed scheme is designed to
work efficiently for multihop ad hoc networks, especially
heterogeneous ad hoc networks and mesh networks, where
multiple nodes need to communicate with a relatively
powerful node in the distributed manner. Since opportunistic medium access may easily lead to unfairness, we
address the fairness in terms of social optimality.
The basic idea of our proposed scheme is as follows:
Each node with a certain number of links is enabled to form
a cluster and function as the clusterhead to coordinate
multiuser communications locally. In each cycle of data
transmission, the clusterhead initiates medium access (with
certain probability in a multicluster scenario to ensure
intercluster fairness), and then the cluster members (we call
them users in the following) distributedly make medium
Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, & SPS
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Fig. 1. (a) An illustration of multi-output link diversity. (b) An illustration of multi-input link diversity.

access decisions based on the observed instantaneous
channel conditions. A CDF-based K-ary opportunistic
splitting algorithm is used to guarantee that only the user
with the best normalized instantaneous channel quality will
win the channel. After successful collision resolution, a
rate-adaptation technique is employed to achieve the
highest reliable data rate for the selected user. In this
way, we facilitate the exploitation of link diversity during
the process of collision avoidance.
In our previous work [12], [13], we discussed MAC
enhancement to utilize output link diversity. The scheme
proposed in this paper differs from our previous work in its
throughput scaling and social optimality. Two papers
mostly related to ours are by Qin and Berry [14], [15]. They
presented a channel-aware Aloha protocol and a binary
opportunistic splitting algorithm, which is one of the first
schemes that address the utilization of multiuser diversity
in a distributed way. The contribution in our paper has the
following features: First, we target the IEEE 802.11-based
multihop ad hoc networks, the design of which is much
different from that of Aloha-based single-hop networks.
Second, we extend the CDF-based binary opportunistic
splitting algorithm to the weighted CDF-based K-ray
opportunistic splitting algorithm so that general optimization goals can be achieved in a more efficient way. Third,
we propose a distributed intercluster collision resolution
scheme to achieve the systemwide social optimality in
multihop ad hoc networks.
Our design is in line with the 802.11 (DCF mode)
standard in that our scheme inherits similar mechanisms to
probe the channel and avoid collisions and the similar idea
to resolve collisions. Thus, our scheme can be easily
incorporated into future 802.11 standards. Theoretical
analysis and simulation results demonstrate that our
scheme can significantly improve communication efficiency
while providing social fairness and can significantly
increase energy efficiency and throughput.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
illustrate our motivation and identify the design challenges.
We then present the framework of our scheme in Section 3
and the basic CDF-based opportunistic medium access
scheme in Section 4. The basic scheme is extended to the
weighted CDF-based opportunistic medium access scheme
in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss the intercluster
collision resolution with the objective of social optimality.

Analytical and simulation results are provided in Section 7.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2

MOTIVATION

AND

DESIGN CHALLENGES

2.1 Motivation
The ad hoc networks we consider in this paper are quite
general. It could be a homogeneous ad hoc network, a
heterogeneous ad hoc network, or a wireless mesh network.
In all these networks, the channel quality of a link is
normally time-varying due to such factors as fading,
shadowing, noise, and interference. Moreover, different
links usually experience independent instantaneous channel qualities. This phenomenon is widely referred to as the
multiuser diversity in the literature [7], [8], [9].
For example, as shown in Fig. 1a, node 1 is interfered by
ongoing transmission of node 5 and the link of 0 ! 2
suffers deep fading or shadowing. The link of 0 ! 4 has an
instantaneous quality to support basic data rate transmission. The link quality of 0 ! 3 happens to be “on-peak.”
Since only one of these links is allowed to communicate at
a time, it is better for node 0 to transmit data to node 3 or 4
rather than node 1 or 2 at the current time. We refer to this
as the multi-output link diversity. Similarly, the multiinput link diversity can be observed in the example shown
in Fig. 1b.
By using link diversity via opportunistic transmissions,
the Head-of-Line blocking problem [1] can be alleviated and
higher throughput can be achieved.
2.2 Localized Opportunistic Transmission
Ideally, if there is a global scheduler which knows the
systemwide channel information and topology with little
cost, the efficiency will be maximally exploited by considering both link quality and space reuse of all active links.
Unfortunately, global multiuser scheduling is impossible in
multihop ad hoc networks, where no centralized scheduler
is available and complete channel information and topology
information are hard to obtain. Of course, it is still
interesting to utilize the multiuser diversity locally. As
shown in our previous work [12], [13], multiuser diversity
gain can be significantly achieved without too many links in
participation. In fact, even two links can produce substantial diversity gain.
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Based on the above observation, we limit multiuser
scheduling to a set of links with the same sending node or
the same receiving node. Therefore, a node satisfying certain
degree requirements can locally coordinate multiuser scheduling among its own input links or output links. We define
the set of links with the same sending node or the same
receiving node as a cluster and define the common sending
node or receiving node as the clusterhead and others as
cluster members or users. Since multiple clusters may share
the same medium, intercluster contention resolution is
necessary. In our protocol, the clusterhead represents the
whole cluster to resolve intercluster channel contention. If a
clusterhead successfully captures the channel floor, it
immediately coordinates the multiuser diversity-based
transmission within the cluster for a certain period.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, nodes 0-4 form one cluster and
nodes 5-6 form another cluster. Node 0 coordinates the
opportunistic transmissions to (from) nodes 1-4. Node 5
coordinates the transmission to node 6. We will further detail
the cluster formation and maintenance in the next section.
Note this link-layer diversity-driven clustering is much
different from the network-layer clustering [21], [22], [23].
The network-layer clustering is designed to improve
routing scalability and simplify network management; the
dimension of network-layer cluster may be across several
hops; the cost to establish and maintain such network
clusters is one of the major design issues. The link-layer
clustering is a logical organization to utilize multiuser
diversity locally, under which each cluster member is
directly associated with clusterhead, and neighboring
clusters do not need to exchange information between each
other. Moreover, it is simple to establish and maintain a
cluster, which is explained later.

2.3 Design Challenges
The first challenge is the MAC design for multiuser
diversity-based transmissions within a cluster. One straight
approach is that the clusterhead schedules transmissions
based on the channel and queue information collected from
all users. Although this approach is feasible in cellular
networks where dedicated control channels (one for each
user) are available, the cost of collecting channel and queue
information can be forbiddenly high in single-channel
ad hoc networks, especially when the number of users is
large. Another approach is that each user distributedly
makes a transmission decision based on its own instantaneous channel quality (known to each user by observation)
and past channel quality distribution. The user with the
higher normalized channel quality is granted higher
priority, e.g., with smaller IFS (interframe space) to access
the medium. In our paper, we design MAC based on the
latter approach since it does not require the collection of
channel information from others so that the overhead can
be significantly reduced. Under this distributed approach,
the challenge will be how we can make the user with the
highest normalized channel quality win the channel in a
more efficient way.
Our objective in utilizing multiuser diversity is to
improve the system performance without sacrificing social
fairness. We use intracluster fairness and intercluster
fairness to characterize the fairness within and across
clusters, respectively. Intracluster problem occurs when
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links in a cluster have different channel quality distributions. Opportunistic medium access may easily lead to
unfairness when the channel states of different users are
statistically heterogeneous. For example, in the saturated
scenario with two users, the user with a poor average SNR
(signal-to-noise-plus-interference-ratio) may be severely
starved, while the one with a good average SNR may
occupy the medium for most of the time. The intracluster
problem becomes more complicated when links have
different weights in terms of traffic and utility. The
intercluster fairness problem always exists since intercluster
channel contentions are normally location-dependent and
clusters may carry different weights in terms of aggregate
traffic and utility. The intercluster fairness problem is hard
to solve because the traffic/topology/channel information
of a cluster is normally unknown to another cluster. In this
paper, we will address both intracluster and intercluster
fairness problem in terms of social optimality within and
across clusters.

3

FRAMEWORK OF CLUSTER-BASED MULTIUSER
COMMUNICATIONS

In this section, we first present the general idea of
clustering and opportunistic medium access. Then, we
clarify some assumptions and notations to be used in the
later discussions.

3.1 Multiuser Diversity-Driven Clustering
The general idea of cluster formation and maintenance is
described as follows: When a node has more than one
output link, it will form an output cluster; each output link
joins the output cluster. When a node has more than one
input link that is not associated with an output cluster, it
will form an input cluster; each input link that is not
associated with an output cluster joins the input cluster.
Each cluster is designated a unique Cluster ID to identify
the cluster. The Cluster ID is a tuple comprised of the MAC
address of the clusterhead, the direction flag (1 indicates
input, 0 indicates output), and a sequence number. Meanwhile, each cluster member is allocated a local user ID for
identification in the cluster. Then, the Cluster ID and the
local user ID are sent to the cluster member as a global
identity. We call this process the association process.
After a cluster is created, the clusterhead may periodically or reactively check the connectivity of associated links.
If a link is disconnected, the clusterhead removes the link
from its cluster and returns the local user ID to the user ID
pool. We call it the deassociation process. Similarly, if a new
link is established to be connected with the clusterhead, the
clusterhead will allocate a new local user ID from the user
ID pool to the new user and conduct the association
process. Depending on the change of out-degree at the
sender side and in-degree at the receiver side, a directed
link may leave an input cluster to join an output cluster, and
vice versa, by following the same rule as the cluster
formation introduced earlier in this section.
3.2 Channel Aware Medium Access
Now, we briefly introduce intracluster medium access and
collision resolution. In each cycle of data transmission, the
clusterhead initiates medium access, while cluster members
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Fig. 2. Format of multicast RTS and RTR frame.

distributedly make medium access decisions based on the
observed instantaneous channel conditions. In the multioutput scenario, the clusterhead is the sender of data traffic,
so sender-initiated medium access control (SI Mode) is
applied. The handshake before data transmission in senderinitiated medium access control includes an RTS (requestto-send) and CTS (clear-to-send) in sequence. We extend the
unicast RTS to the multicast RTS and enhance CTS with
channel awareness capability so that the handshake can
probe the channel among multiple users as well as avoiding
or resolving collisions within and outside the cluster. In the
multi-input scenario, the clusterhead is the receiver of data
traffic, so the receiver-initiated medium access control (RI
mode) [24], [25] is applied. The handshake before data
transmission in the receiver-initiated medium access control
includes RTR (ready-to-receive), RTS, and CTS in sequence.
We propose multicast RTR and channel-aware RTS (followed by CTS) to utilize multi-input link diversity as well as
collision avoidance and resolution.
For the receiver-initiated medium access, it is better for
the clusterhead to know the traffic information. We assume
the clusterhead knows this information either by service
level agreement on the flow level or the piggyback in the
users’ transmitted/received packets on the packet level.
Related discussions can be found in [24], [25].
When the clusterhead has packets backlogged for several
users (in the SI mode) or wants to receive packets from one
of the backlogged users (in the RI mode), it will multicast
RTS or RTR with the cluster ID to the chosen candidate
users. Fig. 2 shows the formats of the multicast RTS frame
and the multicast RTR frame. To notify a user of whether it
is chosen or not, an array of n bits is included in the RTS or
RTR, where n is the total number of cluster members. The
ith bit in the array corresponds to the user whose user ID is
equal to i. If a bit is marked as 1, it means the corresponding
user is chosen to compete for data reception or transmission; otherwise, it is not within the candidate list in the
given cycle. When all the users in the cluster are candidates
for data reception or transmission, the clusterhead may
send RTS or RTR in the manner of groupcast without using
the bit array to notify individual users. The groupcast
frames are similar, but without the bit marking array.
The noise power included in the RTR frame indicates the
noise plus interference power level at the clusterhead.
Recall that, in the multi-input scenario, data traffic is
transmitted from users to the clusterhead. It is the received
SNR at the clusterhead that determines the achievable data
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rate. But, the medium access decisions are made in a
distributed fashion at the users. So, it is desirable to let the
users know the noise power level at the clusterhead.
Assuming that the instantaneous channel gains between
two nodes are identical in either direction, a candidate user
can derive the channel gain. By the derived channel gain
and informed noise power level at the clusterhead, users
can estimate the received SNR and make the appropriate
medium-access decision.
Since an RTS (RTR) has to be sent at the beginning of
each cycle of data transmission for collision avoidance and
channel probing and is normally sent at the basic rate in
multirate ad hoc networks, the overhead of the RTS (RTR) is
one of the major factors affecting the channel utilization
ratio. With the clustering technique introduced above, the
length of the RTS (RTR) is quite small and scalable to a very
large group (one additional bit with one additional
member). In addition, a large group may be partitioned
into several smaller groups so that the scalability is still
maintained.
Anyone except the candidate receivers who receives the
multicast RTS (RTR) should tentatively keep silent to avoid
possible collisions before the clusterhead receives the
collision-free CTS (RTS). After a qualified user is selected
and the transmission duration is determined and announced by CTS, the sender will include the duration in
the subheader of DATA for the final NAV setting. The
subheader is referred to as the reservation subheader
(RSH), which has already been employed in the MAC
header of data packets in IEEE 802.11e, RBAR [5], and OAR
[6]. RSH is sent at the basic rate so that all overhearing
nodes can decode.
Upon receiving a multicast RTS (RTR), each user checks
the bit-marking array. If the corresponding bit is set to 1 and
the observed instantaneous SNR is above the threshold
indicated in the RTS (RTR) message, it is allowed to compete
for the channel. For groupcast RTS (RTR), every user needs
to evaluate the channel and prepare to compete for the
channel if the observed channel condition is good enough.
If there is only one user who has the desired channel
condition, the user captures the channel without a collision
within the cluster. If there is no qualified user, the group
head defers for a certain time and sends a multicast RTS
(RTR) again. In case there is more than one qualified user,
collisions may happen. Thus, a collision resolution scheme
is required to find a qualified user. We provide a scheme
termed the CDF-based K-ary opportunistic splitting algorithm in a later section. This scheme can quickly determine
the user with the best normalized channel quality. We begin
with the basic CDF-based K-ary splitting algorithm to
guarantee timeshare fairness among users and generalize it
into a weighted CDF-based K-ary opportunistic splitting
algorithm to optimize local system performance.
The general idea and necessary procedures to utilize
multi-input link diversity are similar to that of multi-output
link diversity. Thus, we will focus on the multi-output link
diversity in the following discussion.

3.3 Some Assumptions and Notations
In each cycle of contention resolution plus data transmission, we assume that, once a user captures the shared
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medium, it is allowed to transmit data up to TXOP. TXOP, a
notion introduced in IEEE 802.11e, is the transmission
opportunity within which a user can consecutively transmit
data without contending for the channel. TXOP can be
represented as the total transmission time T .
We assume low mobility throughout this paper. The
channel is modeled as a block fading channel in which the
instantaneous channel gain may vary randomly from one
cycle to another, but is approximately constant during each
cycle. Suppose the transmission power is fixed and, thus,
the receiving power is almost constant during one cycle, but
may be variable between cycles. Similarly, we assume that
the noise plus interference power does not change much
during one cycle, although it may change significantly
when a user captures the channel in another cycle. So, the
SNR is stable in each cycle but may randomly change from
one cycle to another. Let hi be the instantaneous SNR of
user i, which is considered to be independent for different
users. If the large-scale path loss changes very slowly in
comparison with the instantaneous channel gain and noise
power, hi can be considered ergodic during a sufficiently
long system observation period.
We note that, in the multihop scenario, the interference
may partly depend on which set of nodes are actually
transmitting. In other words, the instantaneous interference
each user gets is spatially correlated to some extent, even
though fading effects make the interference power random.
However, since we avoid and resolve multihop intercluster
collision based on carrier sensing, the interference can be
kept low. Our simulation results validate this assumption.
Now, we assume hi is a random variable with the
probability density function fHi ðhÞ. In practice, each user
may know the distribution of its own SNR but not those of
other nodes. Similarly, each user can determine its own
instantaneous SNR just at the beginning of each cycle of data
transmission, but not those of other nodes. The instantaneous channel state can be measured during the handshake
of the collision avoidance process. The long-term SNR
distribution can be derived via the iterative approach as
follows: We denote SNRs required to support the lowest
rate and the highest rate (constrained by the physical layer)
as hmin and hmax , respectively, and quantize the instantaneous channel quality as hmin þ Mj ðhmax  hmin Þ ð0  j  MÞ,
where ðhmax  hmin Þ=M represents the quantization interval.
Define k as the iteration index and Pj as the PMF
(probability mass function) that the quantized channel
quality equals hmin þ Mj ðhmax  hmin Þ. Pj can be updated as


1  k Pmk þ k ; j ¼ m
kþ1

ð1Þ
Pj ¼
j 6¼ m;
1  k Pjk ;
where k ð0  k  1Þ is the step size to update PMF. We
can choose an appropriate step-size sequence to balance the
convergence speed and smoothness. In our simulation, we
set k as minðk;11;000Þ .
Rate adaptation is based on the instantaneous SNR h
evaluated at the beginning of each cycle of data transmission. Once the data rate is set, it will not be changed during
the whole data transmission period. Let RðhÞ be the rate at
which a user can reliably transmit if the instantaneous SNR
evaluated at the beginning of data transmission is h.

4
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OPPORTUNISTIC MEDIUM ACCESS WITH
TIMESHARE FAIRNESS (OMAR-B)

If channel quality of each user follows i.i.d distribution, we
can directly use the SNR value as the criterion for medium
access in each cycle of data transmission. Timeshare fairness
is naturally preserved due to the statistical properties of the
SNR. However, it fails to guarantee timeshare fairness if the
SNRs are heterogeneously distributed among users.
One simple way to guarantee timeshare fairness while
exploiting multiuser diversity is to use the normalized
channel quality as the threshold for medium access and as
the criteria to determine who will win the channel access.
We map the instantaneous SNR of each user, i.e., hi , into its
own
R 1 complementary cumulative probability pi ¼ FHi ðhi Þ ¼
hi fHi ðhÞdh (in the discrete case,
M
X

pi ¼ FHi ðhi Þ ¼
j¼

Pj ;

M ðhi hmin Þ

ðhmax hmin Þ

where Pj is PMF introduced above) and take some pð0 <
p  1Þ as the medium access threshold. In other words,
users with the instantaneous SNR higher than FH1i ðpÞ are
allowed medium access. Clearly, the lower p is, the higher
the channel quality required for medium access is, which
limits the number of users involved in the competition for
the channel. Taking FHi ðhi Þ as a random variable, we easily
find that FHi ðhi Þ is i.i.d across users with the normalized
uniform distribution. This means that each user has the
same probability to access the medium for any mediumaccess threshold p. Furthermore, the policy that the user
with the lowest instantaneous FHi ðhi Þ wins the channel will
guarantee that each user has the same probability of
capturing the channel. We call this scheme the basic
opportunistic medium access control (OMAR-B).
Now, the question is how to design a distributed
collision resolution algorithm to find the user with the best
normalized instantaneous quality. In the following, we
propose a fast carrier sensing-based splitting algorithm,
namely, the K-ary opportunistic splitting algorithm, to resolve
the collisions among the qualified users. The K-ary
opportunistic splitting algorithm can be considered the
extension of the binary-tree collision resolution algorithm
introduced in [15].

4.1

CDF-Based K-Ary Opportunistic Splitting
Algorithm
After receiving an RTS, user i with channel quality hi >
FH1i ðpÞ is allowed to compete for the channel and transmit a
CTS at the beginning of minislot m1;i if there is no
transmission in the previous m1;i  1 minislots. The detection of transmission of other users is based on carrier
sensing without the need to decode the transmitted packet.
The carrier sensing range is normally more than twice the
transmission range [26]. Furthermore, CTS (as well as RTS)
is applied with sufficient channel error coding and sent at
the basic data rate. So, even with fading, a large carrier
sensing range still allows users in the same cluster to check
if the channel is busy or not. The minislot mentioned in this
paper is aSlotT ime (20s in 802.11b with DSSS), as defined
in the 802.11 standard. The round of competition just
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Fig. 3. An example of intracluster collision resolution.

following the RTS is the first round of competition. If there
are at least two users in the above process that send CTS
simultaneously, it goes to the second round of competition.
The users involved with collisions can detect collisions by
observing that there is no data transmission one minislot
after the CTS. Let mj ð1  mj  KÞ denote the number of
minislot at the beginning of which collisions occur in the
jth round of competition.
User i will participate in the second round of competition if it participated in the first-round competition, i.e., had
channel quality better than FH1i ðmK1 pÞ. It will transmit CTS at
the beginning of minislot m2;i if there is no transmission in
the previous m2;i  1 minislots after it detects collisions.
In the jthðj  3Þ round of competition, user i involved
with the ðj  1Þth round of competition, i.e., user i with
P ðmk 1Þp mj1 p
channel quality better than FH1i ð j2
þ K j1 Þ, will
k¼1
Kk
participate in competition again and transmit a CTS at the
beginning of minislot mj;i if there is no data transmission in
the previous mj;i  1 minislots after it detects collisions,
where
8 lF ðh Þm
Hi
i
>
j¼1
>
p=K ;
>
>
3
<2
j1
P
p
ð2Þ
mj;i ¼ 6FHi ðhi Þ ðmk 1ÞKk 7
k¼1
>
>
6
7; j  2:
j
>
p=K
>
7
:6
6
7
Fig. 3 shows an example of intracluster collision resolution
with five users, medium access threshold p ¼ 0:8, and K ¼ 4.
In the first round, those users with channel quality between 0
and 0.2 are expected to transmit CTS at the time SIFS after
receiving RTS. Those users with channel quality between 0.2
and 0.4 are expected to transmit CTS at the time SIF S þ
aSlotT ime after receiving RTS and so on. Since no user is with
channel quality less than 0.2, users 1 and 2 take the
opportunity to transmit CTS at the time SIF S þ aSlotT ime
after receiving RTS. User 3 and user 4 may transmit CTS at
SIF S þ 2  aSlotT ime and SIF S þ 3  aSlotT ime, respectively, after receiving RTS, but observe that the channel is
busy and, thus, they yield opportunity to user 1 and user 2.
User 5 is not qualified and thus will not prepare to transmit
CTS. User 1 and user 2 detect collision and enter the second

round of channel contention. Since the channel quality of user
1 falls between 0.2 and 0.25, user 1 transmits CTS at the
beginning of the first minislot after detecting collision. User 2
may transmit CTS at the beginning of the second minislot if it
observes that channel stays idle after collision. Since user 1
has better quality and takes the opportunity, user 2 gives up.
Now, the clusterhead receives collision-free CTS and starts
DATA transmission.
When two of the best quality users, say user a and user b,
have very close SNRs, which means that
jFHa ðha Þ  FHb ðhb Þj ! 0;
it may take a large number of competition rounds to resolve
collisions. With the limitation of quantization in SNR
distribution, it may be impossible to tell which one is better
than the other. Besides, it is not worth finding the best one
since not much SNR gain can be achieved even if the best
one is found. We use the following algorithm to resolve
collisions after certain rounds, say , of competition.
In the jthðj  Þ round of competition, user i involved
with the ðj  1Þth round of competition will randomly
select a minislot, say mj;i , among K minislots to transmit a
CTS again after it detects collisions if there is no transmission in the previous mj;i  1 minislots in the jthðj  Þ
round of competition.
In practice, the maximal number of rounds to resolve
collisions should not be too large; otherwise, the channel
condition may change significantly after a user wins out.
We limit the window size of opportunistic collision
resolution, i.e., the total resolution time, to Tic , which is a
system parameter set by the clusterhead according to the
number of backlogged users and channel coherence time.
Fortunately, the average number of rounds of competition
needed is very small, about OðlogK ðnÞÞ, where n is the
number of qualified users. Lemma 1 shows the expected
time required to resolve a collision.
Lemma 1. Let EXn denote the expected time required to resolve a
collision with n involved users in sender initiated medium
access by the carrier sense opportunistic splitting algorithm
with K dimensional tree, we have
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TABLE 1
Parameter Setting

and
n
P

Fig. 4. Average time required to resolve collision.

EXn  Tini þ logk ðnÞTcrf



K
Tid þ Tcrs
þ logk ðnÞ þ
2

SB ðp; nÞ 

Rðp; n; iÞTn

To ðp; n; KÞ þ T

Rðp; n; iÞ ¼
!!

Z p 
n
k
n
X
t k1
nk
k
1
1
R FHi ðtÞ
dt
;
p ð1  pÞ
k
p
p
0
k¼1

Tid ¼ aSlotT ime; Tini ¼ RT S þ SIF S; Tcrs ¼ CT S þ SIF S;
and Tcrf ¼ CT S þ aSlotT ime.

ð7Þ

u
t

Proof. See Appendix A.

Fig. 4 shows the analytical bound and simulation result.
The parameter setting for the simulation is shown in Table 1.
The lower bound of the expected time, denoted by EXnQ ,
required to resolve a collision by Qin and Berry’s algorithm
[15], is
Q
EXnQ  Tini þ log2 ðnÞTcrf
þ Tcrs

4.2 Throughput Scaling
Suppose a user transmits data with fixed T after successfully capturing the medium. In other words, TXOP is T . For
simplicity of analysis, we also consider that the packet
transmitted in T is pure DATA. The throughput under the
constraints of fairness is given in Proposition 1, which gives
the lower bound we can achieve in the saturated case.
Proposition 1. Let SB ðp; n; iÞ and SB ðp; nÞ denote the achievable
throughput of user i and the total achievable throughput,
respectively, with n independent backlogged users and the
medium access threshold p for the pure output-link scenario.
Under the basic opportunistic medium access control and the
K-ary splitting tree algorithm, we have
Rðp; n; iÞ Tn
To ðp; n; KÞ þ T




np
To ðp; n; KÞ ¼ ð1  ð1  pÞ Þ Tini þ logk
Tcrf
1  ð1  pÞn




np
K
Tid þ Tcrs ;
þ logK
Þþ
1  ð1  pÞn
2
n

ð8Þ
RðhÞ is the transmission rate when SNR is h,

ð4Þ

Q
for any n  1, where Tcrf
denotes the round-trip time
required for a user to transmit a small reservation packet
Q
and detect if a collision occurs. Tcrf
is no less than Tcrf . Since
Tcrf is normally tens of aSlotT ime, we may easily find that
the K-ary carrier sensing splitting algorithm reduces a lot of
collision-resolution overhead when K is larger than 2.

ð5Þ

ð6Þ

with time share fairness, where

ð3Þ

for any K  2 and n  1, where

SB ðp; n; iÞ 

i¼1

Tid ¼ aSlotT ime; Tini ¼ RT S þ SIF S; Tcrs ¼ CT S þ SIF S;
and Tcrf ¼ CT S þ aSlotT ime.
u
t

Proof. See Appendix B.

5

OPTIMAL OPPORTUNISTIC MEDIUM ACCESS
GENERAL OPTIMIZATION GOAL (OMAR-E)

WITH

In the last section, the opportunistic medium access
algorithm guarantees each user the same probability of
accessing the channel. In other words, each user gains the
same time fraction if TXOP is T . Now, we consider an
extended version (OMAR-E) so that each user can get a
different proportion of service time. By adjusting the weight
vector, we can obtain the desired rate vector which
optimizes the local system performance.

5.1

Weighted CDF-Based Opportunistic Medium
Access
Let W ¼ fw1 ; . . . ; wk ; . . . ; wP
n g denote the weight vector,
where 0 < wi < 1ð8iÞ and i¼1;n wi ¼ 1. The general CDFbased opportunistic medium access policy is defined as
n
o
i ¼ arg max ð1  FHi ðhÞÞ1=wi ;
ð9Þ
i

whereby user i can win the channel with probability wi .
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Proposition 2. The probability that user i is selected for
transmission, given that hi ¼ h, is
Prfi ¼ ijhi ¼ hg ¼ ð1  FHi ðhÞÞð1wi Þ=wi

ð10Þ

and the average probability that user i can win the channel
is wi .
Proof.
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Z

1
T
RðhÞ Prfi ¼ ijhi ¼ hgfHi ðhÞdh
SE ðn; i; wi Þ ¼
EXnþ þ T 0
Z 1
T
RðhÞð1  FHi ðhÞÞð1wi Þ=wi fHi ðhÞdh;
¼
EXnþ þ T 0

ð14Þ
where RðhÞ is the transmission rate when SNR is h.
Proposition 3. SE ðn; i; wi Þ is concave in wi .

Prfi ¼ ijhi ¼ hg
n
o
1=wj
 ð1  FHi ðhÞÞ1=wi ; 8j 6¼ i
¼ Pr 1  FHj ðhj Þ
Y
¼
ð1  FHi ðhÞÞwj =wi ¼ð1  FHi ðhÞÞð1wi Þ=wi

Proof.
ð11Þ

j6¼i

and
Z 1
Prfi ¼ ijhi ¼ hgfHi ðhÞdh
Prfi ¼ ig ¼
0
Z 1
ð1  FHi ðhÞÞð1wi Þ=wi dð1  FHi ðhÞÞ
¼

SE ðn; i; wi Þ
Z 1
T
¼
RðhÞð1  FHi ðhÞÞð1wi Þ=wi fHi ðhÞdh
EXnþ þ T 0


Z 1
T
1=wi 0
w
¼
Rð1Þ

w
ð
1

F
ðhÞ
Þ
R
ð
h
Þdh
:
i
i
Hi
EXnþ þ T
0
ð15Þ
u
t

ð12Þ

0

¼ wi :

t
u
Here, we discuss the extended opportunistic splitting
algorithm. Now, we set the threshold p to 1, which means each
user is allowed to compete for the channel regardless of its
instantaneous channel condition. Similarly to the basic K-ary
splitting algorithm discussed in Section 4.1, in the first round
of channel competition, user i will transmit a CTS at the
beginning of minislot m01;i if there is no transmission in the
previous m01;i  1 minislots after receiving RTS. User i will
participate in the jthðj  2Þ round of competition if it
participated in the last round of competition and collided
with others. It will transmit a CTS at the beginning of minislot
m0j;i if there is no transmission in the previous m0j;i  1
minislots after it detects collisions. The algorithm to calculate
m0j;i is as follows:
mj;i ¼
8l 
m
1
nw
>
j¼1
>
< K 1  ð1  FHi ðhi ÞÞ i ;


j1
1
P
>
>
ðmk  1Þ K1k ; j  2;
: K j 1  ð1  FHi ðhi ÞÞnwi 
k¼1

ð13Þ
where n is the number of backlogged users.
We note that, when each user has equal weight, i.e.,
wi ¼ wj ð8i 6¼ jÞ, the extended opportunistic splitting algorithm is reduced to the basic one (OMAR-B) given medium
access threshold p ¼ 1. Generally speaking, the expected
time to resolve collision in each cycle of data transmission
will depend on the weight vector W . But, it would be a
good approximation if we use the upper bound of EXn
shown in (1) to characterize the expected time to resolve
collision by the extended opportunistic splitting algorithm.
Let EXnþ denote the upper bound of EXn . Suppose TXOP is
T , then the service rate of user i is given by

Since nonnegative weighted sums and integrals preserve
1=w
concavity, it is sufficient to show that fðwi Þ  wi ai i is
concave in wi , given 0 < wi  1 and 0  ai  1. Since
f 00 ðwi Þ ¼  w13 a1=wi ðlog aÞ2  0, it completes the proof.
i

5.2 Determining the Optimal Weight Vector
Next, we want to optimize the system performance by
choosing an appropriate weight vector. Define Ui ðxÞ as the
utility function of user i in terms of average service rate x.
Suppose it is strictly increasing, concave, differentiable, and
additive. The optimal weight vector can be achieved by
solving the optimization problem
NLP : Maximize

z¼

n
X

Ui ðSE ðn; i; wi ÞÞ

i¼1

s:t:

n
X

wi  1 and

ð16Þ

i¼1

wi  0; 8i:
Proposition 4. Optimal weight vector W  is the weight vector
which satisfies the K-T conditions of NLP .
Proof. As shown by Proposition 3, SE ðn; i; wi Þ is concave in
wi . We also notice it is nondecreasing and differentiable.
Since Ui ðxÞ is concave, differentiable, and nondecreasing
in x, Ui ðSE ðn; i; wi ÞÞ is also concave, differentiable. and
nondecreasing in wi . Thus, z is a concave function in the
Pn
weight vector W . The constraints function
i¼1 wi is
convex and differentiable. So, it completes the proof
(please refer to [27] for details).
u
t
It may be difficult to solve the K-T condition equations in
practice. Fortunately, we can use the well-known waterfilling technique [28] to find the optimal solutions and
apply the K-T conditions to validate the optimality.

6

CONTENTION RESOLUTION

BETWEEN

CLUSTERS

Within a cluster, as we propose in the previous sections, we
use opportunistic splitting algorithms to resolve collisions
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among qualified users. To deal with collisions between
clusters, the legacy exponential backoff algorithm used in
IEEE 802.11 can still be used but may not provide systemwide fairness. In order to optimize systemwide performance, we introduce a persistent-based contention
resolution algorithm to resolve collision between clusters.
This part of work extends the work in [29].

6.1 Modeling Global Optimization
The systemwide optimization problem can be formulated as
follows:
Maximize

nj
XX

Z¼



Ui rj SE ðnj ; i; wij Þ

j2A i¼1
nj
X

s:t:

wij  1; 8j 2 A

i¼1

X

ð17Þ

rj  1; 8k 2 A

j2Ak

wij  0; rj  0; 8i; j;
where j; k are indices of clusters, A is the set of all clusters,
Ak is a subset of A which includes cluster k plus the clusters
who share the channel with cluster k, rj is the channel
allocation rate (i.e., time fraction) for j, nj is the number of
associated users (active directed links) in cluster j, and wij is
the weight for user i in cluster j.
The optimization problem can be easily solved using a
convex optimization technique similar to that shown in
Section 5. However, our goal is to achieve fully distributed
channel allocation. Each cluster is supposed to control its
channel allocation rate, which is adjusted in response to the
feedback of contention with neighboring clusters. The
optimization function of each cluster can be modeled as
follows:
Maximize

Jðrj Þ ¼

nj
X



Ui rj SE ðnj ; i; wij Þ  ðj Þrj

s:t:

ð18Þ

wij  1

i¼1

wij  0; 8ði; jÞ;
where j is the perceived contention loss probability
between cluster j and its neighboring clusters. The higher
rj is, the larger j is. Here, ðj Þ is the shadow price in terms
of contention loss probability. The shadow price function
should be strictly increasing and convex in . The above
optimization problem can also be represented as
Maximize

Jðrj Þ ¼

nj
X



Ui rj SE ðnj ; i; wij ðrj ÞÞ  ðj Þrj ;

i¼1

ð19Þ
where wij ðrj Þ denotes the optimal wij given a rj . Optimal
weight vector Wj is achieved by solving the following
optimization problem:

nj
X

DECEMBER 2006



Ui rj SE ðnj ; i; wij Þ

i¼1

s:t:

nj
X

ð20Þ

wij  1

i¼1

wij  0; 8ði; jÞ:
Following
the same proof as [30], we can show that
P
Jðr
Þ
j is maximized when each individual cluster j
j2A
maximizes its own objective function Jðrj Þ. Further, as the
shadow price becomes large with the increase of contention
loss probability, the fully distributed solution also converges to a channel allocation scheme that maximizes the
aggregate utility over all the clusters.

6.2 Distributed Implementation
In this section, we first propose a stochastic approximation
algorithm running in each clusterhead to iteratively update
the channel allocation rate based on the feedback of the
intercluster collision probability. Then, we detail the
protocol to resolve intercluster collisions in a persistent
way by updating the medium access probability, i.e., the
channel allocation rate.
6.2.1 Iteratively Derive Channel Allocation Rate
Note that the concave objective function Jðrj Þ is maximized
when
J 0 ðrj Þ ¼ 0 ,

nj
X



 
Ui0 rj SE ðnj ; i; wij ðrj ÞÞ   j ¼ 0;

i¼1

ð21Þ
where rj is the optimal channel allocation rate of cluster j
and j is the perceived contention loss probability when
cluster j and its neighboring clusters access the medium
with optimal channel allocation rate.
Now, we use a time-averaging stochastic approximation
algorithm with feedback to update the channel allocation
rate,
!
nj
 


X
kþ1
k
0
k

k
k
;
¼ r þ k
U r SE ðnj ; i; w ð
r ÞÞ   
r
j

i¼1
nj
X

z¼

Maximize

VOL. 5, NO. 12,

j

i

j

ij

j

j

i¼1

rkj ¼ ð1  k Þ
rk1
þ k rkj ;
j
(
ð1  k Þjk1 þ k ; collision happens in cycle k
kj ¼
ð1  k Þjk1 ;
no collision in cycle k;
ð22Þ
where , k , k , and k are adjusting parameters. Following
the standard proof in [31], we can show that rkj converges to
rj with probability 1. In our study, we take  as 106 and take
k , k , and k as k1 ; our simulations show that the
convergence speed is quick.

6.2.2 Implementation Details
The state diagram of a clusterhead is shown in Fig. 5. At the
initial state, k, rj , and j are, respectively, set to 100, 1/6,
and 0. However, the setting of initial value for rj and j is
quite flexible. With rj optimized iteratively, the statistical
approximation algorithm guarantees rj converges to rj with
any initial state. The optimal weight vector Wj will be
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Fig. 6. Channel efficiency with time-share fairness.

Fig. 5. State diagram of clusterhead.

derived iteratively by (20) with updated rj . K-DIFS (K-ary
DCF Inter-Frame Space) is equal to ðK þ 1ÞaSlotT ime. Tic is
defined in Section 4.1 and denotes the window size for
intracluster opportunistic collision resolution.

7

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Three sets of simulations are presented in this section. We
first study the throughput scaling effect and fairness in an
isolated cluster. Then, we investigate efficiency and fairness
across several clusters which are contending with each
other. Finally, we consider the join effects of the number of
users in each cluster and mobility on the efficiency, fairness,
and stability of our scheme.
The parameter setting is shown in Table 1. The
simulation tool we use is ns2. We provide two sets of
simulations. The first set is to examine single-cluster
performance. The second set is to investigate the efficiency
and fairness of intercluster collision resolution.

7.1 Single-Cluster
We consider the saturated case in a local area ad hoc
network with only one clusterhead. All the traffic is from
the clusterhead to the users. The clusterhead can
immediately initiate a new cycle of data transmission
after the previous one completes. With the same
assumption as the theoretical analysis in the previous
sections, we assume that each packet can be correctly
received once it is transmitted at the appropriate data rate
and that ACK is not used. We set the protocol operations

in this way to facilitate the comparative study on the
channel efficiency of different schemes. The channel is
modeled as Rayleigh fading. Denote hi as the instantaneous SNR. Then, we have fHi ðhÞ ¼ eh=hi =hi , where hi is
the average SNR of user i. We assume that the link
qualities at different nodes are i.i.d. The achievable data
rate of each link is formulated as a truncated Shannon
rate, i.e., RðhÞ ¼ B log2 ð1 þ minðh; hmax ÞÞ, where hmax is the
upper bound related to T (we set hmax as 100 in our
performance evaluation).

7.1.1 Time-Share Fairness
We compare our scheme (OMAR-B) with the round-robin
scheduler and the ideal scheduler. The ideal scheduler has
full knowledge of the channel information prior to scheduling so that it can target the best quality user without
overhead. For the analytical results, the formula to calculate
the throughput of OMAR-B has been introduced in the
previous sections. The formulae to calculate the throughput
of the round-robin scheduler and the ideal scheduler are
similar to that of OMAR-B and are omitted here.
We first consider the case with homogeneous channel
condition. hi is equal to 1 for each user. Fig. 6 shows one set
of analytical and simulation results in which the medium
access threshold for OMAR-B is 0.9. The simulation results
are quite close to the analytical results. The OMAR-B
performs much better than the round-robin scheduler and
can scale well with the number of backlogged users. The
channel efficiency of the OMAR-B can approach approximately 90 percent of that for the idea scheduler when TXOP
is T . When the medium access thresholds for OMAR-B are
set with different values, the performance is affected.
However, the throughput scaling effects and the relationship between the theoretical results and simulation results
are also observed.
Next, we consider heterogeneous channel conditions.
Table 2 shows the channel condition and throughput result
of each user. The simulation results match the analytical
results very well. Almost every user of the OMAR scheme
gets twice the throughput of the round-robin scheme.
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TABLE 2
Throughput with Time-Share Fairness in Heterogeneous Case

TABLE 3
Case Study of General Optimization

7.1.2 General Optimization
We consider two cases. In the first case, the utility function
of user i equals Ui ðxi Þ ¼ vi logðxi Þ, where xi is the achievable
throughput (bit/s). In the second case, the utility function of
user i is equal to Ui ðxi Þ ¼ vi  xi =1;000, where vi is the
assigning utility weight. As shown in Table 3, the higher the
utility weight vi , the higher the throughput and the higher
the achieved utility. In the first case, even with logðÞ effects,
the aggregate utility is still improved significantly in
comparison with the round-robin scheme. For the second
case, since the utility function is linear, the aggregate utility
has been significantly improved.
7.2 Multicluster without Mobility
Here, we discuss the intercluster collision resolution.
Global fairness is achieved by distributedly optimizing
social optimality. Fig. 7 shows the simulated topology.
There are three clusters with five, one, and three directed
link flows, respectively. Suppose that the traffic on each
link flow is greedy. The utility function of each flow is
Ui ðxi Þ ¼ vi logðxi Þ, where vi is the utility weight and xi is
the throughput (bit/s). In the first cluster, the clusterhead
node 6 coordinates the receiver-initiated medium access to
exploit multi-input link diversity. In cluster 3, node 7
coordinates the sender-initiated medium access to exploit

the multi-output link diversity. The channel model and
achievable rate function are formulated the same as the
single-cluster case.
We use the stochastic approximation algorithm to
distributedly achieve the optimal channel allocation rate
for each cluster. The shadow price in terms of perceived
collision probability is given by ðÞ ¼ 0:001. Fig. 8 shows
the convergence speed of the time averaged stochastic

Fig. 7. Multicluster topology.
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the minislot is relatively short to the TXOP. Thus, the
wasted time for collision resolution is small.
We use throughput and utility to evaluate the performance gain in comparison with 802.11. Shown by Table 4,
the aggregate utility and aggregate throughput have been
improved by 6 percent and 54 percent, respectively. In
802.11, the throughput are equally shared. In OMAR, more
timeshares are given to the user with a higher utility
function, thus the aggregate utility is increased. Furthermore, OMAR exploits multiuser diversity, so the throughput of each user has been increased.

Fig. 8. Convergence speed of the channel allocation rate with the
stochastic approximation algorithm.

approximation with feedback. It takes only about 200 cycles,
i.e., 1.5 sec, to reach stability. We also find the slope of the
shadow price function does not affect the convergence
speed much as long as it is sufficiently large. The channel
allocation rate of each cluster decreases (proportionally
with each other) when the shadow price increases to a very
large value. However, the throughput and utility are not
affected much. The reason is that each clusterhead persistently accesses medium with the channel allocation rate
minislot by minislot whenever a channel is free. Note that

7.3 Multicluster with Mobility
We consider a heterogeneous ad hoc network with mobility
in this set of study. Fig. 9 presents an abstraction of the
simulated heterogeneous ad hoc network. Each powerful
node forms a cluster and functions as the clusterhead. Each
common node associates with the nearest powerful node. In
the beginning, both powerful nodes and common nodes are
evenly distributed over a 400m  600m area (but each
common node is away from the nearest powerful node with
70m). Later on, common nodes move randomly, following
the random-way point mobility model with minimal speed
larger than 0.1 m/s. Each common node estimates its SNR
distribution iteratively by (1). For simplicity, we consider
that all the traffic is from powerful nodes to associated
common nodes. The traffic of each link is saturated. The
utility function of each link is Ui ðxi Þ ¼ logðxi Þ, where xi is
the throughput (bit/s). Under this utility function, each user
can obtain equal opportunity to access channel in a cluster,
i.e., time-share fairness within a cluster can be achieved by
OMAR. For 802.11, we use round-robin scheduling to

TABLE 4
Optimal Intercluster Collision Resolution

Fig. 9. An abstraction of the simulated heterogeneous ad hoc network.
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Fig. 10. (a) Throughput versus node density. (b) Throughput versus node mobility. (c) Throughput fairness.

guarantee the time-share fairness among the output links.
The achievable data rate, in terms of the distance d, and the
fading factor h, is
!

4
250
minðh; hmax Þ
Rðd; hÞ ¼ B log2 1 þ
; ð23Þ
maxð25; dÞ
156

throughput. Each user by OMAR achieves much higher
throughput than that under 802.11. The reason that some
nodes get higher throughput than others under the same
scheme is mainly because of their shorter distances to
associated powerful nodes after they randomly move.

8
where h follows the Rayleigh distribution with expectation 1
and hmax equal to 100. The simulation time of each scene is
2,000s. The result of each scenario is averaged over
10 simulation results.
We first examine the effect of the node density on
throughput. We vary the total number of nodes from six to
60 such that the average number of users in each cluster is
from one to 10. Each common node moves at the average
speed 1 m/s. As shown in Fig. 10a, the aggregate
throughput can be significantly improved by utilizing
multiuser diversity even though the number of users in
each cluster is small, e.g., two. The performance gain
steadily increases as the number of users increase. When the
average number of users in each cluster is 10, the
throughput by OMAR is about twice that under 802.11.
Then, we examine the effect of the node mobility on
throughput. The average number of users in each cluster is
five. As shown in Fig. 10b, both OMAR and 802.11 increase
throughput as the average speed increases. This is reasonable. In the beginning, we put each node away from the
nearest powerful node with 70m. Later on, some nodes get
much closer to the associated powerful node even though
some nodes get further. But, no matter how far away, each
link in a cluster gets a similar opportunity to access channel.
Considering the achievable rate function, (23), and the total
simulation time, the aggregate throughput will increase as
the speed increases from 0.5 m/s to 5 m/s. It is worthy to
note that the performance gain of OMAR over 802.11 is
affected when speed increases, mainly due to increasing
clustering overhead and channel estimation error. However, the performance gain of OMAR over 802.11 is still
substantial.
OMAR achieves higher aggregate throughput without
sacrifice of individual fairness. Fig. 10c shows the throughput of each user in the scene with 30 common nodes
moving at 1 m/s on average. Users are sorted according to

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the opportunistic medium access
and auto rate protocol (OMAR) to improve system
performance with the use of multiuser diversity. A diversity
driven clustering technique is presented to coordinate
multiuser communications locally. We introduce the CDFbased K-ary opportunistic splitting algorithm and a
distributed stochastic scheduling algorithm to resolve intra
and intercluster collisions, respectively. Fairness is maintained, with respect to social optimality, within and across
clusters.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that
takes the cross-layer optimization approach to exploit
multiuser diversity in the 802.11-based ad hoc networks.
Theoretical analysis and simulation results indicate that our
scheme can significantly improve throughput without
sacrifice of fairness. Other nice features of our proposed
protocol are its simplicity for distributed implementation
and its compatibility with popular 802.11 MAC standard.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
The proof of Lemma 1 is motivated by [15].
Proof. When there is only one user, EX1 ¼ K1
2 Tid þ Tcrs .
For any n  2; K  2,
8
EXn ¼ EXn;K
>
 
>
n
>


nj
P
>
n 1j 
>
n
1 n1
>
EX
¼
1

T
þ
1  1i
n;i
crs
<
i
i
i
j

 
  j¼2

ð24Þ
1 n
>
þ
1

EX
þ
T
EX
þ Tid ; 2  i  K
j
crf
n;i1
>
i
>
>
>
>
:
EXn;1 ¼ EXn þ Tcrf :
Let ECn be the total number of rounds to resolve a
collision with n involved users, in which ECn  1 rounds
fail and the last round succeeds. Let EIn be the total
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number of idle minislots spent during collision resolution. Then, we have
EXn ¼ ðECn  1ÞTcrf þ EIn Tid þ Tcrs :
ð25Þ


To prove EXn  logK ðnÞTcrf þ logK ðnÞ þ K2 Tid þ Tcrs ,
we only need to prove ECn  logK ðnÞ þ 1 and EIn 
logK ðnÞ þ K2 when n  1 and K  2.
k
,
First, we examine ECn . Since EC1 ¼ 1 and EC2 ¼ k1
ECn  logK ðnÞ þ 1 holds when n ¼ 1 and n ¼ 2 for any
K  2. According to (24), we have
 K
1
n X
1
jn1 þ n1 ðECn þ 1Þ
K
1 j¼1
!
n1   K
1
X
n
1 X
ni
þ n
j
ðECi þ 1Þ;
K i¼2 1
j¼1

ð26Þ

i.e.,
1


n1  ni
XX
1 K1
n
EC
¼
ECi þ 1
n
K n1
K n j¼1 i¼2 i
1

when n  3 and K  2. Using the induction hypothesis,
we have

1



1
K n1

1 X
n1  
X
1 K
n ni
j ðlogk ðiÞ þ 1Þ þ 1:
ECn  n
K j¼1 i¼2 i

ð27Þ
Let
c¼

1 X
n1  
1
X
X
1 K
1
n K
n ni
j
¼
1


jn1 :
K n j¼1 i¼2 i
K n1 K n j¼1

Substituting (28) into (27), it yields


1
1  n1 ECn
K
 

n
1
1  n2
þcþ1
 c logk
Kc
K
 

n
1
1  n2
þ 1:
¼ c logk
c
K
We can show that
 

1
þ1
c logk nc 1  K n2


 logk ðnÞ þ 1
1  K 1n1


1

1
K n1



1 X
n1
X
1 K
EIn ¼ n
K j¼1 i¼2

 
1
X
1 K
n ni
jn
j EIi þ n
i
K j¼1

when n  3.
Using the induction hypothesis and Jensen’s inequality, we have


1
1  n1 EIn
K
1 X
n1  
1
X
X
n ni
1 K
1 K
j EIi þ n
¼ n
jn
K j¼1 i¼2 i
K j¼1


ð32Þ
1 X
n1  
1
X
X
n ni
1 K
K
1 K
þ n
j
 n
logk ðiÞ þ
jn
K j¼1 i¼2 i
2
K j¼1
 

K1
n
1
Kc
1 X n
1  n2
þ n
þ
 c logk
j :
Kc
K
2
K j¼1
We can show that
n 

PK1 n
1
c logk Kc
1  K 1n2 þ Kc
K
j¼1 j
2 þ Kn


ð33Þ
 logk ðnÞ þ
1
2
1  K n1
holds for all K  2, n  3. So, EIn  logK ðnÞ þ K2 is
satisfied as desired.


So, EXn  logK ðnÞTcrf þ logK ðnÞ þ K2 Tid þ Tcrs satisfies for any n  1; K  2.
u
t

Using Jensen’s inequality, for all n  3, we have
1 X
n1  
X
n ni
1 K
j logk ðiÞ
n
K j¼1 i¼2 i
!
n1  
XX
n
1 K1
ni
ij logk ðiÞ
¼c
cK n j¼1 i¼2 i
!
1 X
n1  
X
n ni
1 K
j
i
 c logk
cK n j¼1 i¼2
i
 

n
1
1  n2
:
¼ c logk
Kc
K

holds for all K  2, n  3. Thus, we get ECn  logK ðnÞ þ 1
as desired.
Now, we will prove EIn  logK ðnÞ þ K2 . Since EI1 ¼
PK1 2
K
1
K
j¼1 j , EIn  logK ðnÞ þ 2 holds
2 and EI2 ¼ KðK1Þ
when n ¼ 1 and n ¼ 2 for any K  2. According to (25),
we have

ð31Þ

1
ECn ¼ n
K
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
ð28Þ

ð29Þ

ð30Þ

Proof. For any transformed SNR threshold p, each user has
the same probability of being qualified and the qualified
users have i.i.d SNR distribution with Yi U½0; p .
The probability that there are k qualified users (i.e.,
those
satisfying hi > FH1i ðxÞ) among n backlogged users
 
n k
is
p ð1  pÞnk . Let MXk;p  minfYi ; 1  i  kg. It is
k

k1
easy to get fMXk;p ðtÞ ¼ kp 1  pt
; 0  t  p.
To provide time-share fairness, each winning user is
allowed to transmit data with duration T . The average
achievable rate of user i, given it wins out of n candidate
users, is shown to be
Z p 

n  

X
n k
nk
1
Rð p; n; iÞ ¼
p ð1  pÞ
R FHi ðtÞ fMXk;p ðtÞdt
i
0
k¼1
!!

 
Z p 
n
k
X
n k
t k1
nk
1
p ð1  pÞ
R FHi ðtÞ
dt
:
1
¼
p
p
i
0
k¼1
ð34Þ
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The average cycle duration is
n  
X
n k
Tcyc ¼
p ð1  pÞnk EXk þ T :
i
k¼1

[7]

ð35Þ

According to Lemma 1, we have
n  
X
n k
p ð1  pÞnk
Tcyc  T þ
i
k¼1


 ð36Þ

K
Tid þ Tcrs
Tini þ logk ðkÞTcrf þ logk ðkÞ þ
:
2
Using Jensen’s inequality, we have

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

n

Tcyc  T þ ð1  ð1  pÞ Þ



np
Tcrf
Tini þ logk
1  ð1  pÞn





np
K
þ logk
þ
T
T
þ
id
crs :
1  ð1  pÞn
2

[12]

ð37Þ

Let

[13]
[14]

To ðp; n; KÞ ¼ ð1  ð1  pÞn Þ



np
Tcrf
Tini þ logk
1  ð1  pÞn





np
K
T
þ
þ logk
þ
T
id
crs ;
1  ð1  pÞn
2
ð38Þ
then Tcyc  To ðp; n; KÞ þ T . Since
SB ðp; n; iÞ ¼

Rðp; n; iÞ Tn
;
Tcyc

Rðp;n;ÞT

n
we have SB ðp; n; iÞ  To ðp;n;KÞþT
with time-share fairness
as desired.
u
t

[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]

[21]
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